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We propose a generalization of spin algebra using three-index objects. Our results suggest
the possibility that a triple commutation relation among three-index objects implies a kind
of uncertainty relation involving their expectation values.
§1. Introduction
Matrices play central roles in many branches of both mathematics and physics.
One of the main reasons for this is the following. Physical systems are often described
by many variables, some of which are treated on an equal footing, e.g., spatial co-
ordinates. Systems often possess symmetries under certain transformations among
such variables, and such symmetry transformations, in many cases, form a group;
e.g., rotations of spatial coordinates form a rotational group. The use of matrices
makes the analysis of systems with many variables simple and systematic, because
the action of such group elements can be represented by matrices. Group theoretical
analysis has been applied successfully to a wide range of systems, e.g., the classifica-
tion of elementary particles and the determination of the interactions among them. 1)
Considering its success, it is natural to ask the following questions:
1. Is there a generalization of matrices?
2. If there is such a generalization, what are its advantages and applications for
mathematics and physics?
With regard to the first question, one might consider a many-index object,
Am1m2...mn , since a matrix is a two-index object. With regard to the second ques-
tion, we point out that a new mechanics has been proposed that is based on many-
index objects 2), and its basic structure has been studied from an algebraic point
of view 3), 4). This mechanics has a counterpart in the canonical structure of clas-
sical mechanics or Nambu mechanics 5), and can be interpreted as its ‘quantum’ or
‘discretized’ version. It can also be regarded as a generalization of Heisenberg ma-
trix mechanics, because a generalization of the Ritz rule is employed as a guiding
principle. This mechanics has very interesting properties, but it is not yet clear
whether it is applicable to real physical systems and what physical meaning many-
index objects possess. It may also be possible to examine the algebraic structure of
many-index objects independently of its dynamics to obtain information concerning
their physical meaning and their role in describing physical phenomena. This is the
main motivation of our work.
∗) E-mail: haru@azusa.shinshu-u.ac.jp
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In this paper, we propose a generalization of spin algebra using three-index
objects and find that a certain triple commutation relation may lead to a kind of
uncertainty relation.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we give the definition
of a three-index object. We study a generalization of spin algebra in §3. In §4, we
investigate the connection between a particular triple commutation relation among
three-index objects and an uncertainty involving their expectation values. Section 5
is devoted to conclusions and discussion.
§2. Cubic matrix
Here we state our definition of a cubic matrix∗) and define related terminology.
A cubic matrix is an object with three indices written Almn, which is a generalization
of a usual matrix written analogously as Bmn. We refer to a cubic matrix whose
elements possess cyclic symmetry (i.e. , Almn = Amnl = Anlm) as a cyclic cubic
matrix. We define the hermiticity of a cubic matrix by the relation Al′m′n′ = A
∗
lmn
for odd permutations among indices and refer to a cubic matrix possessing hermiticity
as a hermitian cubic matrix. Here, the asterisk indicates complex conjugation. A
hermitian cubic matrix is a special type of cyclic cubic matrix, because it satisfies the
relations Almn = A
∗
mln = Amnl = A
∗
nml = Anlm = A
∗
lnm. We refer to the following
form of a cubic matrix as a normal form or a normal cubic matrix:
Almn = δlmamn + δmnanl + δnlalm. (2.1)
A normal cubic matrix is a special type of cyclic cubic matrix. The elements of a
cubic matrix are treated as c-numbers throughout this paper.
We define the triple product of cubic matrices Almn, Blmn and Clmn by
(ABC)lmn ≡
∑
k
AlmkBlknCkmn. (2.2)
The resultant three-index object, (ABC)lmn, does not necessarily possess cyclic
symmetry, even if Almn, Blmn and Clmn are cyclic. Note that this product is, in
general, neither commutative nor associative; that is, (ABC)lmn 6= (BAC)lmn and
(AB(CDE))lmn 6= (A(BCD)E)lmn 6= ((ABC)DE)lmn. The triple-commutator we
consider is defined by
[A,B,C]lmn ≡ (ABC +BCA+ CAB −BAC −ACB − CBA)lmn. (2.3)
The corresponding triple-anticommutator is defined by
{A,B,C}lmn ≡ (ABC +BCA+ CAB +BAC +ACB + CBA)lmn. (2.4)
If Almn, Blmn and Clmn are hermitian, then i[A,B,C]lmn and {A,B,C}lmn are also
hermitian cubic matrices.
∗) Awata, Li, Minic and Yoneya introduced many-index objects to construct a quantum version
of the Nambu bracket. 6) They refer to the three-index object among these as a ‘cubic matrix’. We
use the same terminology here, although the definition of the triple product we use is different from
theirs.
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Next, we define the product of two cubic matrices Almn and Blmn by
(AB)lm ≡
∑
k
AlmkBklm. (2.5)
If Almn and Blmn are hermitian cubic matrices, the two-index object (AB)lm possess
hermiticity, i.e., (AB)lm = (AB)
∗
ml. If Almn and Blmn are cyclic cubic matrices, they
commute with respect to this product, i.e., (AB)lm = (BA)lm.
§3. Generalized spin algebra
3.1. Spin algebra
Here we review the spin algebra su(2). This algebra is defined by
[Ja, Jb] = ih¯εabcJc, (3.1)
where the Ja (a = 1, 2, 3) are spin variables, h¯ is the reduced Planck constant, and
εabc is the Levi-Civita symbol. Matrices in the adjoint representation are the 3 × 3
matrices given by
(Ja)mn = −ih¯εamn, (3.2)
where each of the indices m and n runs from 1 to 3. Matrices in the spinor repre-
sentation are the 2× 2 matrices given by
(Ja)mn =
h¯
2
(σa)mn, (3.3)
where the σa are Pauli matrices, and each of the indices m and n runs from 1 to 2.
In general, matrices in the spin j representation are the following N×N matrices:
(J1)mn =
h¯
2
(√
n(N − n)δmn+1 +
√
m(N −m)δmn−1
)
,
(J2)mn =
h¯
2i
(√
n(N − n)δmn+1 −
√
m(N −m)δmn−1
)
,
(J3)mn =
h¯
2
(2m−N − 1)δmn. (3.4)
Here, each of the indices m and n runs from 1 to N = 2j +1. The Casimir operator
~J2 is given by
( ~J2)mn ≡ (J1)2mn + (J2)2mn + (J3)2mn = h¯2j(j + 1)δmn. (3.5)
The spinor representation matrices (3.3) are obtained from (3.4) by setting j = 12 ,
and the adjoint representation matrices (3.2) are obtained from (3.4) by setting
j = 1, after making a suitable unitary transformation.
3.2. Generalization
We now generalize the spin algebra defined by (3.1) using hermitian cubic ma-
trices. In analogy to (3.2), we define the 4× 4× 4 matrices we consider as follows:
(Ja)lmn = −ih¯Cεalmn, (Ka)lmn = h¯C |εalmn|. (3.6)
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Here, each of the indices a, l, m and n runs from 1 to 4, and h¯C is a new physical
constant. The matrices (Ja)lmn and (K
a)lmn form the algebra defined by
[Ja, Jb, Jc] = −ih¯2CεabcdKd, [Ja, Jb,Kc] = −ih¯2CεabcdJd,
[Ja,Kb,Kc] = ih¯2Cε
abcdKd, [Ka,Kb,Kc] = ih¯2Cε
abcdJd, (3.7)
where the indices l, m and n are omitted. There exists a subalgebra of the algebra
defined by (3.7) whose elements are Ja, Jb, Jc and Kd (or Ka, Kb, Kc and Jd),
where a, b, c and d are all distinct. For example, the elements Ga = (J1, J2, J3,K4)
form the algebra defined by
[Ga, Gb, Gc] = −ih¯2CεabcdGd. (3.8)
We refer to the algebra defined by (3.8) as a ‘cubic spin algebra’. The elements Ga
satisfy the so-called ‘fundamental indentity’:
[[Ga, Gb, Gc], Gd, Ge] = [[Ga, Gd, Ge], Gb, Gc]
+ [Ga, [Gb, Gd, Ge], Gc] + [Ga, Gb, [Gc, Gd, Ge]]. (3.9)
As the counterparts of the spinor representation matrices (3.3), we define four
kinds of hermitian 3× 3× 3 matrices:
(S1)lmn ≡ h¯C√
2
|εlmn|, (S2)lmn ≡ h¯C
i
√
2
εlmn,
(S3)lmn ≡ h¯C√
2
(
δlmξmn + δmnξnl + δnlξlm
)
,
(S4)lmn ≡ h¯C√
2
(
δlmζmn + δmnζnl + δnlζlm
)
. (3.10)
Here, each of the indices l, m and n runs from 1 to 3, ξmn ≡ (δm1 − δm2)δn3 and
ζmn ≡ δm1δn2 + δm2δn1.∗) It is shown that the variables (Sa)lmn form the cubic spin
algebra (3.8).
As an example of (N + 1)× (N + 1)× (N + 1) matrices (N ≥ 3) that form the
cubic spin algebra defined by (3.8), we have
(G1)lmn =
h¯C
81/4
(
(δlm−1 + δlm+1 + δlm−N+1 + δlm+N−1)
· (1− δlN+1)(1− δmN+1)δnN+1
+ (δmn−1 + δmn+1 + δmn−N+1 + δmn+N−1)(1− δmN+1)(1− δnN+1)δlN+1
+ (δnl−1 + δnl+1+δnl−N+1 + δnl+N−1)(1− δnN+1)(1− δlN+1)δmN+1
)
,
(G2)lmn =
h¯C
81/4i
(
(δlm−1 − δlm+1 + δlm−N+1 − δlm+N−1)
· (1− δlN+1)(1− δmN+1)δnN+1
∗) This choice is not unique, but one instance is ξmn = ǫmε12n and ζmn = ǫmεmn3, where ǫm
takes either the value 1 or −1.
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+ (δmn−1 − δmn+1 + δmn−N+1 − δmn+N−1)(1− δmN+1)(1− δnN+1)δlN+1
+ (δnl−1 − δnl+1+δnl−N+1 − δnl+N−1)(1− δnN+1)(1− δlN+1)δmN+1
)
,
(G3)lmn =
h¯C
21/4
(
δlmg
3
mn + δmng
3
nl + δnlg
3
lm
)
,
(G4)lmn =
h¯C
81/4
(
δlmg
4
mn + δmng
4
nl + δnlg
4
lm
)
, (3.11)
where each of the indices l, m and n runs from 1 to N = 2j + 1, and g3mn and g
4
mn
are defined by
g3mn ≡ ǫm(1− δmN+1)δnN+1 (3.12)
and
g4mn ≡ ǫm(δmn−1 − δmn+1 + δmn−N+1 − δmn+N−1)
· (1− δmN+1)(1− δnN+1). (3.13)
Here ǫm takes either the value 1 or −1.
Before ending this section, we note that there exist N × N matrices (Ma)mn
that satisfy the relations [Ma,M b,M c]mn = −ih¯2εabcd(Md)mn. Here, the triple
commutator [Ma,M b,M c]mn is defined by
[Ma,M b,M c]mn ≡ (MaM bM c +M bM cMa +M cMaM b
−M bMaM c −MaM cM b −M cM bMa)mn
= ([Ma,M b]M c)mn + ([M
b,M c]Ma)mn
+ ([M c,Ma]M b)mn, (3.14)
with the usual definition of the triple product of matrices,
(MaM bM c)mn ≡
∑
k,l
(Ma)mk(M
b)kl(M
c)ln. (3.15)
As an example, we have
(Ma)mn =
1
(j(j + 1))1/4
(Ja)mn (a = 1− 3),
(M4)mn = −(j(j + 1))1/4h¯δmn, (3.16)
where (Ja)mn is given in (3.4).
§4. Uncertainty relation
4.1. Uncertainty relation in quantum mechanics
The uncertainty relation in quantum mechanics is expressed by
δxδp ≥ h¯
2
, (4.1)
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where δx and δp represent uncertainties in the position and its canonical momentum,
respectively. This relation and a generalization can be elegantly formulated in the
present framework, as we now demonstrate. 7)
For any observable A, there is a corresponding hermitian operator Aˆ. The
expectation value of A is defined by
〈A〉 ≡
∫
ψ∗(~r)Aψ(~r)d3r, (4.2)
where ψ(~r) is a wave function that describes the state of the system. The uncertainty
in the value of a measurement for A is defined by
δA ≡
√
〈(A − 〈A〉)2〉 =
√
〈A2〉 − 〈A〉2. (4.3)
Here δA is a standard deviation that represents the magnitude of the fluctuation
about the mean value. For any observables A and B, the following uncertainty
relation holds:
δAδB ≥ 1
2
|〈[A,B]〉|. (4.4)
Let us derive the above relation in the matrix formalism for later convenience.
The following relationship exists between the matrix Amn in Heisenberg matrix me-
chanics and the hermitian operator Aˆ:
Amn =
∫
φ∗m(~r)Aˆφn(~r)d
3r. (4.5)
Here, the function φn(~r) constitute a complete set of orthonormal functions.
∗) From
(4.2) and (4.5), the expectation value 〈A〉 is written
〈A〉 =
∑
m,n
a∗manAmn (4.6)
for the wave function ψ(~r) =
∑
n anφn(~r). In the same way, the expectation value of
AˆBˆ is written
〈AB〉 =
∑
m,n
∑
k
a∗manAmkBkn ≡ ( ~A, ~B). (4.7)
Here, ~B represents the complex vector whose kth component is ∑nBknan. Then,
the uncertainty relation (4.4) can be demonstrated by use of the Schwarz inequality
| ~A|2| ~B|2 ≥ |( ~A, ~B)|2 and the relation AˆBˆ = 12 [Aˆ, Bˆ] + 12{Aˆ, Bˆ}. Hence, this un-
certainty relation is understood as a consequence of the algebraic relation between
physical variables. If the expectation value 〈[A,B]〉 does not vanish, it is not possible
to measure the values of A and B simultaneously. The uncertainty relation (4.1) can
be derived from the commutation relation [xˆ, pˆ] = ih¯.
∗) Here, we treat the case of a discrete spectrum for simplicity, but it is straightforward to extend
the present argument to the case of a continuous spectrum.
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4.2. Generalized uncertainty relation
We have seen that the uncertainty relation δAδB ≥ 12 |〈C〉| can be derived from
the commutation relation [A,B]mn = iCmn in quantum mechanics. Then, it is
natural to ask whether there is a similar uncertainty relation originating in a triple
commutation relation [A,B,C]lmn = iDlmn. (A typical such triple commutation
relation is the cubic spin algebra discussed in the previous section.) In the following,
we find that an inequality of the form δAδBδC ≥ 16 |〈D〉| indeed can be derived for
certain types of definitions of the expectation values of many-index objects.
We define the expectation value of a cubic matrix Almn by
〈A〉c ≡
∑
l,m,n
|alaman|ei(θlm+θmn+θnl)Almn, (4.8)
where al is a complex number and θlm is a real antisymmetric object: θlm = −θml.
Then, the expectation value of (ABC)lmn is given by
〈ABC〉c =
∑
l,m,n
|alaman|ei(θlm+θmn+θnl)
∑
k
AlmkBlknCkmn
≡
∑
l,m,n
∑
k
A(k)lmB(k)nl C(k)mn =
∑
k
Tr(A(k)C(k)B(k)), (4.9)
where A(k)lm ≡ |alam|1/2eiθlmAlmk. Further, we define the expectation value of a
two-index object Blm by
〈B〉s ≡
∑
l,m
|alam|ei(θlm−θml)Blm. (4.10)
The expectation value of (A2)lm is given by
〈A2〉s =
∑
l,m
|alam|ei(θlm−θml)
∑
k
AlmkAklm
=
∑
l,m
∑
k
A(k)lmA(k)lm =
∑
l,m
∑
k
A(k)lmA∗(k)ml ≡ |A(k)|2. (4.11)
In this way, two kinds of expectation values∗) have been obtained without any guiding
principle. It is important to elucidate their physical meanings. Next, by use of the
inequality
(∑
k1
|A(k1)|2
)(∑
k2
|B(k2)|2
)(∑
k3
|C(k3)|2
)
≥ |
∑
k
Tr(A(k)C(k)B(k))|2(4.12)
and the relation
〈ABC〉c = 1
6
(〈[A,B,C]〉c + 〈{A,B,C}〉c), (4.13)
∗) In the case that θlm =
1
2
(βm − βl), the expectation values 〈A〉c and 〈B〉s are reduced to
〈A〉c ≡
∑
l,m,n
|alaman|Almn and 〈B〉s ≡
∑
l,m
a∗l amBlm, where am = |am|e
iβm .
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the uncertainty relation
δAδBδC ≥ 1
6
|〈[A,B,C]〉c| = 1
6
|〈D〉c| (4.14)
is derived, where the uncertainty δA is defined by
δA ≡
√
〈(A− 〈A∆〉s∆)2〉s. (4.15)
Here ∆lmn = δlmδmn, and hence 〈A∆〉s =
∑
m |am|2Ammm. Note that there exists
the identity [A,B,∆]lmn = 0 for arbitrary cyclic cubic matrices Almn and Blmn.
Finally, we discuss the physical implication of the uncertainty relation (4.14). Let
us assume that the 4-dimensional space-time coordinates are described by cubic
matrices (Xµ)lmn (µ = 0, 1, 2, 3) that satisfy the relation
[X1,X2,X3]lmn = −il2P (X0)lmn, (4.16)
where lP is the Planck length, defined by lP ≡
√
2Gh¯/c3. Here G is the Newton con-
stant and c is a speed of light. From the above argument, the following uncertainty
relation can be derived:
δX1δX2δX3 ≥ l
2
P
6
|〈X0〉|. (4.17)
Many people have studied uncertainty relations concerning the measurement of
space-time distances on the basis of various kinds of thought experiments. 8) - 13)
Among them, relations like (δr)3 >∼ l2P r ∼ l2P cδt derived in Refs. 9) - 12) are deeply
related to (4.17). Here, δr and δt are the uncertainty in a spatial distance r and a
time period as seen by an observer. The following Lorentz covariant form is proposed
in Ref. 12):
|εµνρσnµδxνi1δxρi2δxσi3 | >∼ l2P δx
µ
i4
nµ. (4.18)
The quantities δxµi here are the four-vectors defining a space-time volume, and nµ
is any four-vector that represents the velocity of an observer. The space-time uncer-
tainty relation (4.18) can be regareded as originating from an algebraic relation of
the form
[Xµ,Xν ,Xρ] = −il2P εµνρσXσ. (4.19)
§5. Conclusions and discussion
We have studied the generalization of spin algebra using cubic matrices. Our re-
sults suggest the possibility that a triple commutation relation among cubic matrices
implies a kind of uncertainty relation involving their expectation values. As a physi-
cal implication, we hypothesize that the space-time uncertainty relation is connected
to a triple commtation relation of the form [X1,X2,X3]lmn = −il2P (X0)lmn.
The physical meaning of cubic matrices is not yet completely understood, and
there exist several questions. The matrices (Ja)mn are representation matrices that
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operate on a representation space called the spin space. It is yet unclear whether
matrices (Ga)lmn also act as generators and what kind of representation space ex-
ists for them. In quantum mechanics, a matrix element Amn is interpreted as a
probability amplitude between the state described by φm and that described by φn.
The physical meaning of a cubic matrix element Almn, however, is not yet known.
Further, the derivation of the uncertainty relation (4.14) seems tricky, because the
definition of the expectation values appears to be ad hoc. We need to clarify the
meanings of al and θlm. To elucidate such points, it may be most useful to consider
closely the physical meaning of expectation values. It is also important to determine
the relationship between the space-time uncertainty relations derived from string/M
theories 13) and those given in (4.17).
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